Newsletter
SIX - 4 June 2020

Six from sick - the return from Covid-19

63-67 CONWAY STREET, LISMORE
OUR OFFICE PHONE NUMBER IS: (02)

5632 1218

Reconciliation Week - WARNING: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are warned
that the following page contains images of deceased persons. The image was sourced from
Girard family collection digitised by the NSW State Library, accessed on 8 June 2020.

TERM DATES for 2020
SEMESTER ONE
TERM ONE – IDENTITY – 7 weeks
TERM TWO – NATURE – 6 weeks

TERM THREE – LIFE & LIVING – 7 weeks
11 May – 26 June (then two weeks holiday)
SEMESTER TWO
TERM FOUR – CIVILISATION – 7 weeks
13 July – 28 August (then one week holiday)
TERM FIVE – PHENOMENA – 6 weeks
7 September – 16 October (then one week holiday)
TERM SIX – SERVICE – 7 weeks
26 October – 11 December (then six weeks holiday)

“Ideas are like fish. If you want to catch little fish, you
can stay in the shallow water. But if you want to catch
the big fish, you’ve got to go deeper. Down deep, the fish
are more powerful and more pure. They’re huge and
abstract. And they’re very beautiful.”. (David Lynch)

Living School acknowledges we are all learning and growing together on Widjabul/Wyabal country of the Bundjalung Nation, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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Reconciliation is knowing our past: “A valley which is now the centre of Lismore, (-1865)”
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“Grace is the beauty of form
under the influence of freedom” - Friedrich Schiller
Living School acknowledges we are all learning and growing together on Widjabul/Wyabal country of the Bundjalung Nation, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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MESSAGE FROM THE FRONT DESK
Office times
8:00am – 5:00pm on 5632 1218

Parents as Partners - 17 June WEDNESDAY MORNING 9:30am

We warmly welcome people into our school. We are focused on nurturing a considerate colearning community. We want to have community - but we also need to respect Living School is a
seedling taking root and we have protocols that need to be followed by all our community.

LIFE AND LIVING - OUR KEYSTONE THEME
This term’s theme is Life and Living. This Key Stone is a
significant undertaking – we want our children, our learners,
our teachers, our community to consciously consider what Life
is. It is a gift – we didn’t ‘choose’ to be born; we were gifted the
opportunity. The greatest lottery was our birth. As parents, we
create the gift of life and we guide the lives we lead. Drawing
together so many amazing people in a love of learning is awefull: we are an AWE-FULL school - just watch Indi’s tour video
(with sincere gratitude to Vinnie for his production prowess). As
a fledgling leaving the nest, the key to our future is the strength
of the culture we are all growing together. A culture grows on the
foundations we value. Our values are simplistically stated – so
everyone can relate:
Respect, Responsibility, and Relationships (that are positive and
productive).
We teach behaviour. We learn behaviour. And we learn by making
mistakes. When mistakes are made in subject areas – the impact,
at its enormity, is how dumb we ‘feel’, and how disengaged we
feel regarding the ‘subject’. When mistakes are made in social
learning contexts – the impact is our sense of identity, our sense
of belonging… our sense of self-worth. How we react is the role
modelling from which our children learn. As teachers (and we
are all teachers), we strive to be kind, caring and supportive… of
all parties. We respect mistakes, but we will address emotional
moments with openness, clarity and kindness.
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John is arranging for our first Parents as Partners course. Any parent wanting to support the
learning in our school, will need to have undertaken this course, and there will be a need to
have all parents working with our children to get a Working With Children Check. These can be
obtained from the RTMA Services centre. There is a cost but they last for five years.
Anyone visiting our school will need to sign in at the front desk. The Keeps building, Train of
Thought and other learning areas are strictly out of bounds unless invited.
OURSNESS: Social Gatherings
To become a Living tribe, we’ve got to hang out!! We’ll be organising opportunities for social
connection in Stage Learning Groups. The intention is to have a group meeting with John - with
feedback/feedforward loops, then a snack attack from Jabay, and then a silent disco session. We
want parents to have fun - and show our children fun is integral in any learning relationship.
Kindy and Stage One: Thursday 18 June
WHOLE SCHOOL PICNIC on the last day of this term.
Pencil in a picnic date with us from 1pm on Friday 25th June at The Stewarts’ Farm and we’ll
send out more info in next week’s Newsletter.
NEW STAFF and Employment Opportunities
We welcome Laura Noble to our team of exceptional teachers. Laura has been settling in as our
new Learning Support staff member every Thursday. But, as of next week, Laura will be full time
with us. Laura has experience teaching disengaged Aboriginal youth in the Ngulingah program,
has counselling training, and used to be a key member of the Funkwits - a well known local band
from the 90s. Just ask, she will sing! Laura has already made a positive contribution to our
younger learners. We are so fortunate to have her join our staff.
We are also advertising for more positions: a school counsellor, high school Science/Design/Tech
teacher, high school Humanities (English, History, Geography). These are positions we shall fill
when we find the exceptional. If you know an exceptional - the details are on our website.
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WHAT’S GOING ON?
GET ACTIVE TO LIVE WELL!
Before school fitness and sports training
An area I love to see is our children running around and being active.
There are some terrifying changes that have undertaken our students’
lives over just the past decade: screen time and loss of outdoor play and
adventure.
We have a responsibility to get our children engaged and familiar with an
active lifestyle - and all the benefits that stem from outdoor play-based
learning.
Time: 45min classes, 8:15-9:00am on Wednesday and Monday mornings.
Location: The Scout Hall in Lismore - and use of the oval.
Cost: FREE to children enrolled at Living School! Children will be walked
back to school in time for lessons.

GRAHAM LEES - and tutors
Graham has been involved in the fitness industry and professional rugby
league for over 30 years and is an advocate of leading by example.
He specialises and has qualifications in elite sport and fitness coaching,
high performance nutrition and sports performance skills coaching. This
has equipped him with the knowledge and expertise to maximise your
potential and bring out the best in you, no matter what fitness level you
aspire to.
As part of his own fitness goals Graham is a representative touch football
player who has played for the New Zealand Barbarians and is a current
member of the Australian Masters team - [website: https://hiitlennox.com]
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JABAY - FOOD FOR
THOUGHT!
How long does it take to create a new
kitchen/canteen? A LOT longer than I
thought possible. But... we are there! We are opening on 17 June as
a soft start. Our intention is to start small - offering some dishes for
just one day per week until we get ourselves clear on what we can
do. Kate Kimba is our manager of Jabay, and is working closely with
some of our parents to source local produce.
We have also tested out some of the recipes on our children - with our
Stage 4 students baking the muffins last Tuesday. I have to say, the
smell of muffins was infectious: lots of takers for our samples!
The recipes we are using are based on our Memorandum Of
Understanding with The School Food Project. They are assisting us to
ensure we get set up properly and sustainably.
The first menus will be very simple - pasta dishes, with gluten free,
vegan and vegetarian options. We have a new ordering system in place
- FlexiSchool - which we will be sending out to parents/carers soon.
We are also setting up the area for tables and chairs. We are
equipping the canteen with a coffee machine, and we are looking to
offer snacks for parents in the morning, too. Parents will be welcome
to sit in this area (outside of times that can clash with class usage),
connect to our internet, grab a coffee and snack, and get to know each
other better.
John will be a regular visitor, too!

.......................................................................................
“Together, through better school food, we can make a significant contribution
towards children’s happiness, academic attainment, opportunities and health –
whilst educating positive food choices for life!”
- school food project’s mission
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LEARNING SNAPSHOTS
taken as part of our journey
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OUR JOY OF LEARNING
as children together
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KINDER - GARDEN

Last week we all took a walk to the
headland. It was a great view. We lay on the
grass and cloud watched and then ran down
the hill to listen to our echoes in the road
underpass.
Home Reading - Tori has done a wonderful
job organising our home readers for
Kindergarten and Stage One classes. We
have nearly finished covering and labelling all
of the books.
We are hoping to have all children taking
home a reader by next week. There will be
more information to follow.
Thanks Annie

It has been so lovely to see everyone back at school again. In
Kindergarten we welcome River and his family to our class
and Living School.
This Term is Life and Living and we have been learning
about Living Things. The whole class has been busy growing
mustard seeds. It was very exciting for the children to see the
growth of a seed into a plant and then to taste what they had
grown.
On land learning has been fantastic each Friday. The whole
class has really enjoyed the opportunity to explore the beach,
build towers, tunnels and boats and investigate living things
in the coastal environment.
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STAGE ONE

Wellbeing:
Student wellbeing is always of utmost
priority, and this has been enhanced
this week within Stage 1 as we
maneuver the changes, personalities,
friendships, and routines here at
school, at home, and within our
collective world. Recently, an increase
in unkindness between students
means it is a major priority to allow
students an even greater opportunity
to express their emotions, feelings and
thoughts throughout the day. Students
are supported through:
- Daily circle time
- Restorative and social circles
- Social stories
- Acts of kindness
- Allocated table seats on a 2-week rotation
- Partner, small group, and whole class learning tasks to
achieve a mutual goal
- Daily meditation
- Journaling opportunities

Continued conversations at home
around respect, responsibility and
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Writing: Stage 1 was very eager to begin to
write in cursive writing. We have explicitly
been practising all of the caterpillar letters,
which are based on the similar direction of
movement. These letters are a, c, o, d, g, q, f,
s, e. Students are encouraged to experiment
with this cursive letter formation within their
writing tasks. We have included conjunction
words and adjectives to enhance our writing.
Numeracy: We have been focusing on
our understanding of number and place
value through subtraction. Students are
experimenting with a range of different
strategies to support with their subtraction
building positive relationships with
one other, is greatly encouraged and such as, using a number line, number
bonds/facts, friends of 10/20 knowledge, and
appreciated (EQ).
subtracting by tens and ones (IQ).
Literacy: Book boxes: All students in
Thus far, our explicit focus within Life
Stage 1 have been excited about the & Living has been on exercising and the
introduction of their own individual
benefits this has on our physical bodies. We
book box to be kept in the learning
looked into muscles, bones, and organs.
space. These boxes are spaces for
Students explored The Olympics and created
the students to keep their books in
for the week, from which we explore
comprehension strategies, decoding
strategies and consolidate our
phonics knowledge on a weekly and
daily basis. These boxes contain a
variety of free choice, and teacher
lead texts to support each individual.
Our focus over the next couple
of weeks will continue to be on
decoding strategies when faced with
a new or difficult word.
We have learnt to hear, say, read
and write the long vowel sounds,
along with /oo/ar/ir/or and the
respective spelling patterns.

a training scheduled for an allocated
sport they were attending the Olympics
for, tapping into their physical proficiency
(PQ). Students were to incorporate the
muscle groups they were focusing on, as
well as the amount of reps required for
each exercise. Students then plotted this
data into a bar graph.
We loved cooking oatmeal cookies to
celebrate the arrival of our first Living
School baby, Marley’s sister, Georgia!
Over the next fortnight, we are looking
into all things to do with nutrition!
Friendly reminders:
• Reading every night: as students get back into the daily
school routine, it is essential that students are reading,
or being read to, every night. Any books that your child is
interested in at this point is perfect!
• At home conversations: and support around Respect,
Responsibility, and Relationships, and how these values
influence, impact, and support us in all decisions and actions,
individually and as a collective.
• Returning Home Learning Folders: Could all families please
return to school the students take home learning folders which
includes the pastel 2D ring binder, green writing book, and
small scrapbook journal. The manilla folder and resources are
able to be kept at home if you wish. Thank you in advance.
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STAGE TWO

We’ve had a cracking four weeks in
Stage 2 this term. With our guiding
question for the term being ‘Am I living a
healthy life?’, we’ve focused on different
facets of healthy living: physiological,
physical, emotional and mental health.

In Maths, we’ve been exploring number
relationships to develop our multiplication
and division skills. The students are
realising that mathematics is everywhere
and are becoming more confident in
understanding and manipulating numbers.

We’ve looked at some ‘living’ foods
(sourdough and kombucha) and we’ll
continue to do so throughout the term: I
appreciate your patience and effort with
this. We’ll be making some loaves of
sourdough next week to investigate our
efforts.

This week, the class created workout
routines that they’ll teach to the
Kindergarten students later in the term.

We’ve been exploring philosophical
questions in our circle and journal
times, and using debating as a medium
to discuss controversial statements
about healthy living. The students have
been learning about living cultures by
exploring dreaming stories relevant
to the Bundjalung nations and are
comparing these tales with fables from
other cultures to draw out morals.

Finally, our classroom is finally coming to
life with purpose built furniture that has
been designed in response to the space,
rather than imposing on it. The universal
feedback from the kids is that “it feels like
home” and I couldn’t agree more. Watch
this space as we’ve still got a bit of work
to do.
On a personal note, I am incredibly elated
to have the children back. Term 2 was
strange for all of us and we’ve come back
together stronger and wiser.
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STAGE THREE
It has been a pleasure to be back at school and working together
with the incredible Stage 3 cohort once again. We have welcomed
three new students to our group, and are busy navigating new
friendships and the challenges of being back in a large social
group, after weeks of isolation and home learning.
Our main theme this term is ‘Am I Living Well?’ The students
have been examining the quality and quantity of sleep they are
getting, alongside the importance of hydration and a healthy diet.
We continue to focus on philosophical ideas and current events
as the basis for our ‘circle time’ discussions each day. This time
gives all of the students an opportunity to exercise their speaking
and listening skills in a respectful environment. Alain de Botton’s
‘Big Ideas for Curious Minds’ continues to be a thought-provoking
resource for this age group.
This week, as part of our Geography/History unit, we started
investigating landscapes in Australia and looking at the factors that
change and influence these diverse environments. The common
response has been a feeling of awe at the variety of terrain and the
sheer beauty of our country.
One of the highlights of each day has been the challenge of a
‘memory game’. Students are taking turns to bring in ten items
which are shown to the class for 1 minute, covered up, and then we
independently try to recall all ten objects. It has been impressive
to see results improving rapidly, as students devise strategies for
successful recall.
As the days get colder, please send your children to school with
plenty of food and warm clothes. Socks and slippers are welcome
to be worn in the classroom and can be left at school to make
things easier.
Many thanks, Karen.
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STAGE FOUR

This term our theme is Life and Living. Stage 4 is designed around “How do I live well
with others?” Our focus has been on team-building to appreciate fully our collective
efficacy. The emphasis on developing learning behaviours continues - and we reviewed
more of Carol Dweck’s work on Growth Mindset (I recommend you review this research).
We are studying the Bundjalung Nation, with empasis on local history. In Geography we
study the hydrosphere using jigsaw learning pedagogy, including a fieldtrip to Evans Head
to investigate landforms. The focus on water, and water management is so important. In
English we have been studying Romeo and Juliet - and learning more about Shakespeare
as a person. We have been looking at writing skills, including plot graphs and planning.
In Maths, Johann has been specifically focusing on teaching concepts via projects, e.g.
solar installation, and crypto currency Ethereum. Sport has been part of our Onland
Learning days, and we have been including Science and Health in our regular cooking
classes. Science has been focused on organising and classifying living things, such as
disecting a flower. We have been deconstructing learning in Tech by smashing up things.
Thursdays provide a range of activities with experts - aquaponics, architecture, digital
music/podcasting, robotics with Lego Mindstorm and filming.
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Stage Four Field Study to Evans Head
Last Tuesday, our Stage 4 students here at Living School enjoyed a full
day of onland learning activities focusing on many geographical features
that abound at Evans Head. All students attending completed a specially
developed workbook that enabled them to clearly identify and understand the
various topographies - both natural and artificial, being studied, as well as
related environmental protection measures recently undertaken in the area.
After a short trip to Evans Head, our first stop was at Chinaman’s Beach
where we looked at both the history of the beach (around 1870 many Chinese
people mined the beach searching for alluvial gold – they found roughly the
equivalent of $24 million in today’s money) and also learned the cultural
importance this special area has to the local Indigenous people – it is the
mythological place of origin of the Bundjalung Nation and has been for
thousands of years.
Next, we explored the Evans River foreshore and examined the gabions (rocks
encased in wire cages) which have recently been installed by the local council.
After completing the related activity in their workbooks, we discussed why
they were placed only in specific points along the river’s edge. We then
boarded the bus again and drove to the Evans Head Lookout and viewed
the region – an ideal vantage point to identify and discuss the landscape
features, starting at the ocean’s edge right through to the hinterland.
After our break for lunch, we walked to the main beach and completed a
topographical profile of the beach, and made a list of all the environmental
protection features installed in front of the Evans Head Surf Club. A short
trip in the bus around the built environment of Evans Head allowed us to
look at aspects of urban geography – such as the gentrification of the town,
and then it was back to school. This brought an end to a beautiful and
sunny, late autumn, learning day for our students.
A big thank you also goes out to Johann, our safe and reliable bus driver
for the day.
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BUT ARE THEY LEARNING??
I sat on stage at an international think tank in
Cascais - the Estorial Conference - with dignitaries
from all over the world. We were talking about
education and the future challenges. I made
a comment that schooling needed to be fun.
Another speaker on stage interjected and said it
can’t always be fun. I disagreed, courteously: If
hard work is considered fun - it sure should be! It
is all about perception. We are ingrained to believe
learning is a run on homework, tests, exercises,
and handwritten documents - the rigour of hard
work. I am indoctrinated, too! I get it - I feel like
we ‘have’ to do more on our ‘evidence’. We need to
know where a learner is so we can plan and guide
their development. We need to know how well we

are teaching - assessing us on our programs
more than them on their knowledge. And we
set ‘tests’ to be sure we know and can show to
others. Tests are a small part of Assessment
but tests are important! And we do no favours
avoiding them. I get it. But I still have a niggle...
Over many years, I have come to struggle
with my indoctrinated ‘trained’ state of mind:
my teaching trap. Data and numbers dictate
position - and that’s the traditional model of
meritocracy. How am I doing? Is based on how
do I rate against others - the norm - on tests that
are inherently biased and flawed. I mean, you
can take a test on a day and have a mental block,
heightened anxiety, a headache... or you ‘learnt’

something that wasn’t ‘tested’. It just doesn’t make
much sense. Tests can turn learners off learning! To
counter my seesaw of logic, I believe in balance. We
need to incorporate both - we need to include some
‘test’ measures in assessment but we MUST have a
broader balance where testing for content knowledge
does not dominate the joy of collaborative explorative
learning. I would like our LIving School learners to
see tests as fun, as strange (and sometimes absurd)
pock marks on a journey of learning. Tests can
provide opportunities to see how well I am teaching,
how well they are mastering understanding and how
well we, together - as a team - can support each
other in areas where our strengths can lift another to
‘know’ more... strategically.
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SAFETY - RISK - and LEARNING
There is always a caring balance between
risk of injury and the risk of a lost
learning opportunity. Living School is
not cavalier - but there have been some
moments when we need to assert our
risk management, e.g. skateboarding
at school, and limit activities that have
a heightened risk of harm. I think it is
important we all respect our need to act
to ensure our activities are safe.

All our experiences/excursions are risk
assessed, but we are embarking on a
risk audit over the coming month. This
will see us review all our areas, and
ensure we are compliant and safe, while
retaining our unique offering of playbased and challenge-based learning.

One area we are consistently reviewing,
assessing and improving is our
But we also want to ensure we offer
Jinungar Onland Learning days. I can
learning opportunities: we have on our
assure you they are well supervised, all
VAST model a clear understanding of the people have the relevant Working With
importance of responsible risk taking.
Children Checks, our teachers are firstaid trained, and we assess areas before
Schools do have a greater level of
we visit.
responsibility - and we take this
very seriously. As a startup, we are
developing and implementing policies
and procedures. The Board - our
Guardians of Purpose - work to establish
necessary policies. The GoPs then
expect the Conductor to manage and
successfully implement policies.
I am committed to ensuring our policies
are ‘reasonable’ and always have at
their foundation the best interests of our
community.
Risk aversion is not something we wish
to be, for I have seen too often the loss
of freedom and the loss of learning and
leadership opportunities creep into
schools (and public areas). However, risk
alert, being well-trained and prepped are
the elements that allow us to safely offer
learning experiences.
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Building Developments - on track
Train of Thought - We expect certificate of occupancy this week - but our
Chemistry offering is still requiring more time to complete.
Keep Building - next door learning spaces update
Awaiting our certifier to complete the overview of what we must complete - and the
submission of a 138 form.
Ant’s space is nearing completion - and I thank Luke and Samantha for their
generous donation of a very large, and exceedingly heavy table. I also thank Joe,
Alexis, Oli and our minions who helped to drag it into place!!
Canteen/Cafe: completed and we now have furniture and fittings all ready to roll.
The Warehouse: we have taken over possession. We have a team of students
working with our architects on the design. Next is to commission surveyors. Then
to have planners and certifier meet with our students to formalise our plans.
Silent Disco: arrived and ready to install. These will operate as reading bays and
on our buses for students to choose from a selection of podcasts, audio books and
music.
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Onland Learning
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If you want to be creative, stay in part a child, with the creativity and invention that
characterizes children before they are deformed by adult society.

Jean Piaget
Swiss philosopher
1896–1980

QUESTION: As an adult, when did you last push your friends off a sand dune?
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